Periodicity and chaos in electrically coupled Hindmarsh-Rose neurons.
The Hindmarsh-Rose (HR) system of equations is a model that captures the essential of the spiking activity of biological neurons. In this work we present an exploratory numerical study of the time activities of two HR neurons interacting through electrical synapses. The knowledge of this simple system is a first step towards the understanding of the cooperative behavior of large neural assemblies. Several periodic and chaotic attractors where identified, as the coupling strength is increased from zero until the perfect synchronization regime. In addition to the known phase locking synchronization at weak coupling, electrical synapses also allow for both in-phase and antiphase synchronization from moderate to strong coupling. A regime where the system changes apparently randomly between in-phase and antiphase locking evolves to a bistability regime, where both in-phase and antiphase periodic attractors are locally stable. At the strong coupling regime in-phase chaotic evolution dominates, but windows with complex periodic behavior are also present.